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A B S T R A C T

Inspired by the traceable analogies between protein sequences and music notes, protein music has been composed
from amino acid sequences for popularizing science and sourcing melodies. Despite the continuous development
of protein-to-music algorithms, the musicality of protein music lags far behind human music. Musicality may be
enhanced by fine-tuned protein-to-music mapping to the features of a specific music style. We analyzed the
features of a music style (Fantasy-Impromptu style), and used the quantized musical features to guide broad
exploration of diverse amino acid properties (104 properties, sequence patterns and variations) for developing a
novel protein-to-music algorithm of enhanced musicality. This algorithm was applied to 18 proteins of various
biological functions. The derived music pieces consistently exhibited enhanced musicality with respect to existing
protein music. Music style guided exploration of diverse amino acid properties enable protein music composition
of enhanced musicality, which may be further developed and applied to a wider variety of music styles.
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1. Introduction

Science and music are closely related. There have been quests for
scientific explanations of music [1, 2]. Music typically contains identi-
fiable acoustic features (accent, tempo, pitch range, etc.) in the context of
the primary human behavior (love, healing, etc.), with the melodic and
rhythmic bigrams largely falling into the power-law distributions [2].
The spectral and temporal organization of music is believed to arise from
human biology [3] and to influence human physiology and psychology in
complex ways [4]. DNA and protein sequences resemble the ordered
sequences of music notes, which have inspired the development of DNA
music [5] and protein music [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. In particular, protein music
has been composed for popularizing science [9], as sources of aesthetic
melodies [9, 11], and for protein recognition [10] and design [12].
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Protein sequences and music notes exhibit traceable analogies [6].
Music notes are cohesively assembled with characteristic recurring pat-
terns [6], while protein sequences contain recurring secondary structures
and tertiary folds guided by the principles of protein folding [13]. Driven
by these analogies, various protein-to-music mapping algorithms have
been constructed. Using amino acid frequency histograms and solubility,
protein folding patterns have been translated into musical themes of
short note ranges and fixed note lengths [7]. Multiple physicochemical
properties of the amino acids have been synergistically mapped to the
musical and instrument features for creating multi-instrument protein
music [8]. The musicality of protein music has been enhanced by
exploiting different note values (e.g. pitch, note length) and introducing
chords [9]. Protein music of distinguished melodies has been derived by
matching the contours of multiple amino acid properties to the musical
motive of similar contours [10].

Despite these progresses, the musicality of protein music has yet to
reach the level of human music. Music is of various styles with char-
acteristic musical features [14]. Musicality may be enhanced by
fine-tuned protein-to-music mapping guided by the features of specific
music style. This mapping may be based on biologically-relevant amino
acid properties, sequence patterns and variations, so as to robustly
match but not overfit the musical features while maintaining biological
implications. For instance, protein fold is recognizable by appropriate
consideration of the amino acid physicochemical properties [15].
Protein remote homology is detectable by similarity analysis of
the amino acid properties [16] and the recurring local sequence
motifs (i.e. local amino acid patterns) [17]. Therefore, the rich amino
acid properties and local sequence patterns provide diverse
biologically-meaningful protein-to-music mappings, some of which
likely lead to enhanced musicality. Moreover, single- and multi-amino
acid insertions may lead to rewired regulations [18] and protein
bindings [19]. Multi-location insertions occur in protein variable re-
gions for novel structures [20] and loops for multi-domain protein
evolutions [21]. Hence, introduction of amino acid insertions may
facilitate the mapping to the difficult musical features. Some amino
acids are of distinguished properties and function. For example, proline
is an anomalous amino acid with its nitrogen atom covalently locked
within a ring, and the proline-rich motifs are important for signaling
and cognition [22]. The nitrogen atoms of arginine are modifiable for
methylation, and arginine methylation epigenetically regulates gene
transcription [23]. These distinguished amino acids may be employed
for triggering certain sporadic music note variations (e.g. accidentals).

In this work, we analyzed the musical features of a specific music
style, and used the quantized features of the music style to guide a broad
exploration of diverse amino acid properties, sequence patterns and
variations of biological relevances for a novel protein-to-music mapping
algorithm. This algorithm was intended for producing protein music of
enhanced musicality while maintaining biological implications. In prin-
ciple, our method can be developed with respect to any music style. Here
we focused on the Fantasy-Impromptu style, which is a style of solo piano
compositions from the Romantic period [24]. Music of this style is
generally characterized by chromaticism, chords, a wide keyboard range
and elicits strong emotions [24]. A notable composition of this style is
Chopin's Fantaisie-Impromptu in C-sharp minor, which is one of Chopin's
most popular andmost performedworks, with multiple recordings online
[25].

An analysis of Fantaisie-Impromptu [26] has revealed that it has a
balanced structure of three sections. The first section presents a very
strong characterized personality and forms a very important motif of
the work on the left hand, where the whole left-hand part is constructed
mainly on this motif structure. The second section displays a freer
structure in D-flat major tonality, and the melody on the right hand has
a slow and lyrical character. The third section begins exactly the same
as the first section up to the hundred and eighteenth bar, followed by a
C-sharp pedal ongoing for 9 bars. Such a balanced music structure
makes it possible for mapping the structured amino acid properties
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along a protein sequence to the music of the Fantasy-Impromptu style.
Nonetheless, generation of the pleasant-sounding protein music with
respect to the Fantasy-Impromptu style is a challenging task used to test
our new algorithm development method.

Our novel protein-to-music algorithm was based on the comprehen-
sive analysis and quantization of the musical features of a specific style
(e.g. the Fantasy-Impromptu style), and the quantitative profiling of 104
structural, physicochemical and binding properties of the amino acids of
the proteins [27, 28, 29]. The quantitative profiles of the amino acid
properties were screened against the quantized musical features of the
music style for optimal protein-to-music matching. The exploration of
104 amino acid properties is far more than those explored by the existing
algorithms, and the amino acid local patterns and insertions have not
been explored for protein music before. These explorations significantly
expand the protein-to-music matching capacity. Moreover, the clustering
of the 104 amino acid properties provides the clustered alternative
properties for fine-tuned protein-to-music mapping. The introduction of
amino acid insertions enables the mapping to certain difficult musical
features. These together facilitate more complex protein-to-music map-
ping for encompassing multiple musical features, music styles and syn-
chronized play of complementary melody lines. The algorithm was
applied on two groups of proteins for evaluating the musicality of the
produced protein music. One group (11 proteins) is of biological func-
tions conforming to the Fantasy-Impromptu themes, and another (7 pro-
teins) is of vastly different functions (Table 1).

2. Methods

2.1. Music selection and quantization of musical features

Four music compositions (pieces) were selected to represent the
Fantasy-Impromptu style. These are Fantaisie-Impromptu in C-sharp
minor Op 66 by Frederic Chopin, No. 2 from 7 Fantasia Op 116 by
Johannes Brahms, and Wanderer Fantasy and Impromptu in C minor Op
90 no. 1 D899 by Franz Schubert [30]. These were quantized to
extract the musical features of the Fantasy-Impromptu style by the
following procedure: abc2midi program [31] was used for converting
the MIDI files into the corresponding text files in a music notation
known as abcnotation [32]. Six musical features, pitch, length, oc-
taves, chords, dynamics and main theme, were quantitatively
analyzed. In counting the percentage frequency of the 12 pitches in an
octave, all pieces were transposed to the base key of C major and
octaves were ignored in counting the percentage occurrence of each
pitch. In counting the percentage occurrence of each note length, the
tempo and number of beats of music per bar was disregarded and all
note lengths were expressed as a multiple or fraction of the length of a
crotchet. In counting the percentage of the notes that occur per
octave, the middle C was taken as the fourth C from the left of the
keyboard, the notes before the first C key are in the A0 octave, while
the notes before the second C key are in the C1 octave, until the last
note of the piano at C8. In counting the percentage occurrence of
chords, the total number of chords in a piece was counted and the
percentage frequency of occurrence of chords per piece was computed
by dividing the number of chords against the total number of notes. In
quantizing the dynamics, i.e. the loudness of notes, the frequency of
changes in loudness was counted in two groups, a gradual change
(crescendo or diminuendo) and a sudden change. Lastly, quantization
was conducted on the first recurring melodic theme identified in each
piece, to determine its characteristics for replicating such themes in
the protein music.

2.2. Profiling of the amino acid properties

A total of 104 amino acid properties (Supplementary Table 1) were
selected for quantitative and clustering analysis, which include 66 struc-
tural and physicochemical properties [27, 28] and 38 protein-binding



Table 1. Proteins selected for protein music generation.

Protein Name (Full Name, Protein Family) Biological Function Protein
Uniprot ID

Reference

Protein with function that conforms to the Fantasy-Impromptu theme

OXTR (Oxytocin receptor, G-protein coupled
receptor 1 family)

A receptor of oxytocin, a hormone that improves social cognition and prosociality, which activates a G
protein that regulate a phosphatidylinositol - calcium second messenger system.

P30559 [54]

CASA1 (Alpha-S1-casein, Alpha-casein family) Important for calcium phosphate transport in the milk, reduces stress-related symptoms in females, sleep
problems and general fatigue

P47710 [55]

NEGR1 (Neuronal growth regulator 1,
Immunoglobulin superfamily)

Possibly acts as a trans-neural growth-promoting factor in regenerative axon sprouting in the mammalian
brain, regulates mood

Q7Z3B1 [56]

TRPA1 (Transient receptor potential cation
channel subfamily A member 1)

Involved in pain detection, possibly in cold and oxygen concentration perception, promotes anxiety and
depression

O75762 [57]

botA (Botulinum neurotoxin type A, Peptidase
M27 family)

Causes flaccid paralysis by inhibiting neurotransmitter acetylcholine release, slowed the processing of
emotional language by inhibiting involuntary facial expression, cosmetic use affects processing of
emotional language

P0DPI1 [58]

GH1 (Somatotropin, Somatotropin/prolactin
family)

Stimulates IGF-1 secretion in the liver and other tissues, and amino acid uptake and protein synthesis in
the muscle and other tissues, possibly involved in learning and the response to stressful experience.

P01241 [59]

Miraculin (Protease inhibitor I3 family) Taste-modifying activity to convert sour stimuli to sweetness on the tongue P13087 [60]

cocE (Cocaine esterase, CocE/NonD hydrolase
family)

Hydrolyzes cocaine to benzoate and ecgonine methyl ester, as a protein-based therapy for cocaine
overdose and addiction

Q9L9D7 [61]

GHR (Growth hormone receptor, Type I
cytokine receptor family)

A receptor for pituitary gland growth hormone in regulating postnatal body growth, possibly involved in
the memory and cognitive functions

P10912 [62]

FoxO6 (Forkhead box O6, Forkhead box
family)

A transcriptional activator, possibly regulates memory consolidation and synaptic function A8MYZ6 [63]

AQP1 (Aquaporin-1, MIP/aquaporin family) Forms a water-specific channel that permits water to move in the direction of an osmotic gradient,
provides an advantage during endurance exercise due to homeostatic mechanisms.

P29972 [64]

Protein with vastly different function

SCMH1 (Polycomb protein SCMH1, SCM
family)

Associates with polycomb group multiprotein complexes, the complex class is required to maintain the
transcriptionally repressive state of some genes, regulates gene silencing for ordered development

Q96GD3 [65]

TP53 (Cellular tumor antigen p53, p53 family) Involved in stress response and DNA protection, acts as tumor suppressor in many tumor types P04637 [66]

Ricin (Ribosome-inactivating protein family) One of the most poisonous naturally-occurring substances, acts as a glycosidase that removes a specific
adenine residue from an exposed loop of the 28S rRNA leading to rRNA breakage.

P02879 [67]

rbcL (Ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase large
chain)

Key enzyme in photosynthetic carbon fixation and photorespiration, catalyzes reactions of carboxylation
of D-ribulose 1,5-bisphosphate, the primary event in carbon dioxide fixation, also catalyzes the oxidative
fragmentation of the pentose substrate in the photorespiration process

P00875 [68]

GFP (Green fluorescent protein, GFP family) Acts as an energy-transfer acceptor, involved in fluorescence emission P42212 [69]

Ovalbumin (SERPINB14, Serpin family) A non-inhibitory serpin, acts as a main protein in egg white P01012 [70]

Concanavalin-A (Leguminous lectin family) Plant lectin that specifically binds to certain structures in glycoproteins, also binds to mannose and metal
ions.

P02866 [71]
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properties [29, 33]. The selection of these 104 amino acid properties was
based on the consideration that their unique property profiles may be
mapped to certainmusical features. For instance, the volume variations of
amino acids of a protein sequence may be mapped to the variation of the
pitches. The positions of the charged amino acids in a protein may trigger
a sporadic change of musical feature. The clustered secondary structure
patterns along a protein sequencemay be linked to the octave patterns of a
music piece. For comparative analysis of different properties, the values of
the amino acid properties were normalized between -1 and 1 for those
with both negative and positive values (e.g. hydrophilicity value), and
between 0 and 1 for thosewith only positive or integer values (e.g. residue
volume). Henceforth, all amino acid properties are in the normalized
values. The quantitative profile of each amino acid property was given as
the property valueswith respect to the20 aminoacids. The Spearman rank
correlation [34] was used for measuring the similarity between the amino
acid properties. An R package, heatmap (Stats, version 3.6.2) [35], was
used for clustering the amino acid properties into groups of similar pro-
files, using the complete linkage.

2.3. The mapping of the amino acid properties to the quantized musical
features

The general protein-to-music mapping strategy is as follows: First, for
a specific musical feature (e.g. the relative frequency of occurrence of
each pitch) of a music style, the variation of each property (e.g.
composition) with respect to the 20 amino acids was compared with that
3

of each musical feature with respect to the representative music pieces of
the style. This was typically conducted by the comparison of the clus-
tering patterns of the amino acid properties and those of the musical
features. Secondly, the best matched amino acid property was selected
for the subsequent generation of the protein-to-music mapping rule.
Based on the matching between the best matched amino acid property
and musical feature (e.g. amino acid composition and pitch), each of the
20 amino acids was assigned to a specific value of the musical feature
(e.g. an amino acid alanine assigned to a pitch value of G).

Based on the clustering of the 104 amino acid properties, represen-
tative amino acid properties were selected from individual clusters. The
quantitative profile of every representative amino acid property was
screened against the quantized values of each of the six musical features
(note pitches, lengths, octaves etc.) for finding the optimally mapped
pairs of amino acid property andmusical feature. Themapping was based
on six considerations. First, the property values of individual amino acids
or combined values of multiple amino acids were optimally matched with
the quantized values of a musical feature (e.g. pitch). Second, the prop-
erty values of the amino acids were mapped to the musical features based
on the correlations with the physical characteristics (e.g. the larger sizes
correspond to shorter note lengths, depicting the difficulty in moving
larger objects). Third, individual amino acids of distinguished physico-
chemical characteristics and biological function were used for triggering
sporadic note variations (e.g. accidentals). Fourth, neighboring amino
acids were jointly considered for successively played musical features
(e.g. successively played chords). Fifth, amino acid insertions were
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introduced for the recurring music themes. Sixth, to avoid excessive
simultaneous changes of several musical features at the same location,
the mappings of the multiple musical features at an amino acid were
conducted by joint consideration of the current, frontward, and next
amino acid.

For each optimally mapped pair, the corresponding cluster of the
representative amino acid property was screened for the property within
the cluster that best matches the musical feature. Based on the mapping
of the best matched amino acid property and quantized musical features,
each of the 20 amino acids was assigned to a specific set of general
musical features (i.e. a specific amino acid assigned to a particular pitch,
note length etc.) and some selected amino acids were assigned to special
musical features (e.g. chords). These were tabulated into musical feature
mapping tables. For generating solo piano compositions played by both
hands or multi-instrument music played by multiple instruments, the
optimally-matched amino acid properties were substituted by the similar
properties in the same cluster, leading to alternative musical feature
mapping tables for different hands or instruments.

2.4. Protein selection and protein music generation

A total of 18 proteins were selected for music generation based on
their biological functions (Table 1). One group of 11 proteins regulates
human emotion, cognition, sensation or performance, which conforms to
the usual themes of the Fantasy-Impromptu music. While they are
involved in cognition-related physiological processes, these 11 proteins
come from different protein families and are thus diverse in sequences
and in sequence-derived series of amino acid properties. The second
group of 7 proteins represents vastly different biological regulations
(ordered development, disease, poison, photosynthesis, fluorescence,
food protein, and glycoprotein binding) from different protein families.
These 7 proteins are diverse both in functions and sequences. The se-
quences of the 18 proteins were obtained from the Uniprot database [36]
(Supplementary Table 2). A Python code was used for converting each
sequence into an abc file based on the musical feature matching tables.
The abc file was then run through the abc2midi code [31] to generate the
MIDI file. This file was then played in Musescore [37], which displays
sheet music for manual analysis and troubleshooting along with audio
analysis.

3. Results

3.1. The Fantasy-Impromptu musical features

The musical features of the four Fantasy-Impromptu pieces were
analyzed based on the quantized feature values (Supplementary
Table 3–7). Within one octave, there are 12 possible occurring notes. The
most frequently occurring notes are C, G and E, at 16.1%, 15.7% and
10.0% frequency respectively (Figure 1). These three notes are part of the
tonic chord, which is one of the most significant chords in most styles of
tonal music. The note lengths were defined with respect to the crotchet
note as one beat, which are either fractions or multiples of the crotchet
note. The four pieces contain no note of length 1/16 or 1/8, the most
frequently occurring note length is 1/4 at 51.3% frequency, and the
longer note lengths showing clear trends of steeply decreasing frequency
of occurrence (1/2, 1, 3/2, 2, 3, 4 at 24.2%, 10.4%, 9.0%, 3.9%, 0.8%,
0.3% respectively) (Supplementary Figure 1). The range of a piano spans
from the lowest octave A0 to the highest octave C8. There is 0% note
occurrence in octaves A0, C6, C7 and C8, and a clear trend of rapidly
increasing frequency of note occurrences from C1 to C4 (2.2%–43.9%)
followed by a steep drop to 5.5% frequency in C5 (Supplementary
Figure 2).

A chord occurs when two, three or four notes are played simulta-
neously by the same hand. There is a large variation in the percentage
occurrence of chords among the four music pieces (Supplementary
Table 4), likely resulting from the varying preferences among the
4

composers. The median percentage occurrence of the four music pieces,
rounded off to 14%, was selected as the standard percentage occurrence
for the protein music. The average percent distribution of the chords is
71.4%, 19.8%, and 8.8% for the 2-, 3-, and 4-note chords respectively
(Supplementary Table 8–9). Dynamic markings at different points in the
music piece define the volume of sound at the points. There are 8 dy-
namic markings, from ppp for the softest to fff for the loudest sound. The
most commonly occurring dynamics are pp, p, f, and ff (Supplementary
Figure 3). There is a wide variation in the percentage of gradual change
in the loudness with respect to the total number of changes in the
loudness. The median percentage of the change from soft to loud (50%)
and from loud to soft (37.5%) was taken as the percentages of loudness
changes. The four pieces have at least one melodic theme that recurs
throughout each piece, either as an exact repetition of the theme, or as a
rhythmic repetition where the sequence of the note lengths is preserved
and the note pitches are varied.

3.2. The clustering of the amino acid properties

The 104 amino acid properties were clustered by using the heatmap
package (Stats, version 3.6.2) [35], such that these properties were
aligned into groups of similar distribution patterns with respect to the
amino acids. Figure 2 shows part of the clusters. Noticeably, the amino
acid properties of similar structural or physicochemical properties are
clustered together. For instance, one cluster contains 8 properties,
including propensity to be buried inside, mean fractional area loss, linker
index, buriability, hydration free energy, unfolding Gibbs energy in
water, normalized frequency of beta (i.e. β-Sheets), and average relative
probability of beta. These properties are related to the protein burial
phenomena. Specifically, β-sheets are parts of protein folding architec-
ture that maximizes hydrogen bond formation, particularly within inner
cores [38]. Linker amino acids are partially buried with an average
normalized solvent accessibility of 26.7% [39]. Amino acid mean frac-
tional area loss correlates with the degree of burial, the higher the burial
the greater the area loss due to the partial shielding of the surrounding
amino acids. Hydration is opposite to burial. Lower hydration corre-
sponds to higher burial. The similar properties within individual clusters
provide natural alternatives for optimal protein-to-music mapping and
for music played by two-hands or multiple instruments.

3.3. The mapping of the amino acid properties to the Fantasy-Impromptu
musical features

Based on the comparison of the quantitative profiles of the amino acid
properties and the quantized Fantasy-Impromptu musical features, the
following 11 amino acid properties were selected from the pool of 104
properties for generating a novel protein-to-music algorithm. These
properties are the relative frequency of occurrence of the amino acid in
proteins, amino acid composition, electron-ion interaction potential, net
charge, bitterness, hydropathy, size, residue volume, rRNA binding
propensity, mRNA binding propensity, and number of hydrogen bond
donors. Based on these properties, a set of rules were devised for mapping
the amino acids along a protein sequence to the musical features that lean
towards the Fantasy-Impromptu style, which are described below.

3.4. Pitches and lengths

In order to conform to the solo piano playing style, both hands should
not play in unison for the entire piece. Hence, two properties from the
same cluster were used for synchronized mapping of the amino acids to
the music pitches of the right- and the left-hand respectively. Specifically,
the relative frequency of occurrence of amino acids and the amino acid
composition was used for mapping the amino acids to the right- and left-
hand pitches respectively (Table 2). Because these properties were
derived from a large number of proteins, the mappings are generally
applicable to diverse protein sequences. In mapping to the note length,



Figure 1. Percentage frequency of occurrence of note pitches in each octave of the four representative pieces (black keys denoted with “#”).
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there is a need to avoid a direct correlation with the changes of the
pitches. Therefore, the mappings of the current amino acid to the note
lengths were based on the corresponding properties of the frontward
amino acid (i.e. the note length of the current amino acid was determined
by the property of the frontward amino acid). The default length 1 was
used for the first amino acid. Two properties from the same cluster were
selected for the two hands. The amino acid size and residue volume were
used for the right- and left-hand note lengths respectively (Table 2),
while a larger size or volume corresponds to a shorter note length to
depict the difficulty in moving larger objects.
3.5. Octaves

The octaves were commonly found to range from the first C note (C1)
to before the sixth C note (C6). The right hand used mainly the C3 to C6
octaves while the left used C1 to C4. For mapping to the right-hand oc-
taves, the 20 amino acids were first grouped based on their electron-ion
interaction potential (Group 1: P, H, K, A, Y, W, Q, M, S, C, T, F, R, D;
Group 2: L, I, N, G, V, E). Next, four trigger amino acids were selected
based on the net charge property (arginine and lysine withþ1 charge and
aspartic acid and glutamic acid with -1 charge). To best fit the octave
distribution of the Fantasy-Impromptu style, three rules were devised.
Firstly, when encountering arginine or lysine, if the frontward amino acid
is in Group 1, the octave of the notes of the subsequent amino acids is
increased by one. Secondly, when encountering aspartic acid or glutamic
acid, if the frontward amino acid is in Group 2, the octave of the notes of
the subsequent amino acids is decreased by one. Thirdly, when
encountering one of the four trigger amino acids while the notes of the
subsequent amino acids are in an upper or lower capped octave, these
notes are played one octave away from the previous one, simulating a
bouncing off the wall effect.

For the left hand, the 20 amino acids were grouped based on their
bitterness property (Group 1: A, R, N, D, C, Q, E, G, H, K, M, P, S, T;
Group 2: I, L, F, W, Y, V). Four trigger amino acids were selected based
on hydropathy (arginine and lysine with the most negative values, and
isoleucine and valine with the most positive values). When encoun-
5

tering arginine or lysine, if the frontward amino acid is in Group 2, the
octave of the notes of the subsequent amino acids is decreased by one.
When encountering isoleucine or valine, if the frontward amino acid is
in Group 1, the octave of the notes of the subsequent amino acids is
increased by one. When encountering one of the four trigger amino
acids while the notes of the subsequent amino acids are in an upper or
lower capped octave, these notes are played one octave away from the
cap.

3.6. Accidentals

Accidentals are an integral part of Romantic period music. To mimic
this musical feature, two special amino acids were selected for trig-
gering this musical feature in the two hands based on their distin-
guished property and the audio evaluation of the generated protein
music. The distinguished amino acids for triggering the accidentals are
proline and arginine for the right- and left-hand respectively. These
triggering amino acids are of distinguished properties and functions
[22, 23], and the triggering of the accidentals marks the recognition of
these distinguished amino acids. When encountering a proline or
arginine, the pitch of the right- or the left-hand note of the subsequent
amino acid is raised by one semitone, which only lasts for that note and
resets afterwards so that the subsequent amino acids are unaffected.
This algorithm yields protein music that retains a degree of chromati-
cism while is pleasant to listen to.

3.7. Dynamics

To change the dynamics of protein music, the distinguished amino
acid arginine was used as a trigger based on its number of hydrogen bond
donors. When encountering an arginine, the dynamic of its frontward
amino acid was changed as follows: First, the loudness was tallied with
the number of hydrogen bond donors of the frontward amino acid (the
loudness is unchanged if the number of hydrogen bond donors is 0).
Then, the partition energy and partition coefficient of the frontward
amino acid were tallied for a minor increase and decrease in the dynamic



Figure 2. Hierarchical clustering of amino acid properties.
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Table 2. The matching of the 20 amino acids to the pitch and note length in
accordance with the Fantasy-Impromptu style.

Description Matching relationship for the note pitch and
length of the current amino acid

Pitch of the right-hand C D E F G A B

Matched amino acid based on
relative frequency of occurrence
of amino acid in proteins

T G
D Y

L N K
Q

P R
C

A I M E V F
H

S
W

Pitch of the left-hand C D E F G A B

Matched amino acid based on
composition of amino acid in
proteins

I F
G P

A C
H

Y
K

V D E Q N L R
M
T

S
W

Note length of the right-hand 2 3/2 1 1/2 1/4

Matched amino acid before the
current amino acid based on the
size

G D A S
C

N E
T V

R K W Y
F Q HM
I L P

Note length of the left-hand 2 3/2 1 1/2 1/4

Matched amino acid before the
current amino acid based on the
residue volume

G A S C
T

N D
P V

Q E H I L K M F W Y

Table 3. The matching of the amino acids to the chord in accordance with the
Fantasy-Impromptu style. The amino acids not included in the table are not
mapped to any chords.

Chord for the right-
hand

Main note Matched amino acid based on rRNA binding
propensity

C-E, C-E-G C D Y

F-A, F-A-C F P R C

G-C, G-C-E G M

A-C, A-C-F A F H

D-F, D-F-A D L

B-D, B-D-G, B-D-G-F B W

Successive chords
for right-hand

Main note and
main amino acid

Combination of the matched amino acids
based on rRNA binding propensity

C-E-G-Bflat and F-
A-C

G and M If M is before P, R, or C, the chord for M is C-
E-G-Bflat, the chord for P/R/C is F-A-C

A-C#-E-G and D-F-
A

A and F H If F/H is before L, the chord for F/H is A-C#-
E-G, the chord for L is D-F-A
If F/H then L thenW, randomly choose either
the successive F/H L rule or the individual L,
W rule above

D-F#-A-C, D-F#-A
and G-B-D

D and L If L is before W, randomly select D-F#-A-C or
D-F#-A as chord of L, the chord for W is G-B-
D

Chord for the left-
hand

Main note Matched amino acid based on mRNA binding
propensity

C-E, C-E-G C P F

D-F, D-F-A D C H

F-A, F-A-C F D

G-B, G-B-D, G-B-D-F G L

A-C, A-C-F A R M

B-D, B-D-G, B-D-F-G B W

Successive chords
for left-hand

Main note and
main amino acid

Combination of the matched amino acids
based on mRNA binding propensity

D-F#-A-C, D-F#-A
and G-B-D

D and C H If C/H is before W, randomly select D-F#-A-C
or D-F#-A as the chord of C/H, the chord for
W is G-B-D

A-C#-E-G and D-F-
A

A and R M If R/M is before C/H, the chord for R/M is A-
C#-E-G, the chord for C/H is D-F-A
If R/M then C/H then W, randomly choose
either the successive C/H W rule or the
individual R/M C/H rule above
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level respectively. The combinations of these minor increases and de-
creases determine the net variations of the dynamic level.

3.8. Chords

Our analysis identified the rRNA binding propensity and the mRNA
binding propensity as the best matched amino acid properties to the
chords of the Fantasy-Impromptu style. Therefore, these two properties
were used for mapping the amino acids to the chords of the right- and
left-hand respectively (Table 3). Some chords are successively played as
seen in harmonic chord progressions in existing music. To reproduce
these chord progressions, special rules were devised for mapping the
successive amino acids to these chord progressions, which are primarily
based on the combinations of the amino acids mapped to the chords using
their rRNA or mRNA binding propensity properties (Table 3). Of the
multiple chords mapped to each amino acid, a random number generator
was used to randomly select one of the chords. The probability of chord
selection is as follows: If all possible chords are of equal number of notes,
then each possible chord has an equal probability of being selected. If the
chords are of 2- and 3-notes, the probability of selection is 0.7 and 0.3 for
the 2- and 3-note chord respectively. If the chords are of 2-, 3-, and 4-
notes, the probability is 0.7, 0.2 and 0.1 for the 2-, 3- and 4-note chord
respectively. This is to account for the relative frequency of occurrence of
different types of chords which was seen in the music pieces analyzed,
where 2-note chords made up 70% of the total number of chords in the
piece. With the use of a random number generator, this selection rule
may generate protein music of varied chords.

3.9. Main theme

The main themes of the four pieces were found to exhibit the
following characteristics: The themes typically start to appear early in the
pieces. The total note lengths of these themes are 4, 8, or 16, with a
longer length preferred, and the melodic interval between every two
notes are primarily constrained to 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2 or 2.5 tones. Based on
these findings, a judge function was devised for screening the right-hand
notes of the protein music to find the earliest appearing note pattern that
optimally lean towards the above identified theme characteristics. After a
theme was found, it was inserted into specific locations of the protein
music triggered by certain amino acids at these locations. The insertion of
the main theme simulates the multi-location insertion of multiple amino
acids for novel structures [20] and evolution [21]. Four amino acids were
selected as triggers based on the property of average volume of buried
residue, which are tryptophan, tyrosine, phenylalanine, and arginine.
7

When encountering tryptophan or tyrosine, the theme was inserted be-
tween the current and the next amino acid in the original pitches of the
theme, but using the octave of the current note. When encountering
phenylalanine or arginine, the existing pitch remains unchanged but the
note length is changed to that of the theme.

3.10. Composition and analysis of the protein music

The new protein-to-music mapping algorithm was used to compose
the music for the 18 proteins (MIDI files for TP53, AQP1, botA in New
Music, all MIDI files and codes can be found in http://www.bidd.group
/protmusic/). Our work was a first attempt in protein-to-music map-
ping by music style guided exploration of diverse amino acid properties,
patterns and variations for enhanced musicality. All composed protein
music pieces are fairly pleasing to the ear, exhibiting fairly good musi-
cality regardless of the specific sequence and function of the proteins. We
further compared these music pieces with those of an existing algorithm
by inputting the sequences of the 18 proteins (Supplementary Table 2)
into the PROM web-server [8] (Old PROM Music TP53, AQP1, botA),
which showed significantly enhanced musicality over those composed by
the PROMweb-server. While the new algorithm was guided by a specific
music style (Fantasy-Impromptu style), its main objective was primarily
for enhanced musicality, not necessarily for duplicating the music style
per se. This main objective was preliminarily met.

http://www.bidd.group/protmusic/
http://www.bidd.group/protmusic/


Figure 3. Sheet music for cellular tumor antigen TP53.
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Figure 4. Sum of rankings of each piece of protein music.

Table 4. Rankings of each piece of protein music.

Respondent OR13C6P
(151)

VN1R17P
(208)

OXTR
(389)

CNR1
(472)

TSHR
(764)

LGR6
(967)

Student 1 3 4 2 1 5 6

Student 2 4 6 2 1 3 5

Student 3 6 1 2 4 3 5

Student 4 6 3 1 2 5 4

Student 5 4 1 2 3 5 6

Teacher 3 1 6 4 5 2

Sum 26 16 15 15 26 28
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Noticeably, the composed music pieces resemble some elements of
the characteristics of the Fantasy-Impromptu, particularly with chromat-
icism, chords, and a wide keyboard range. Therefore, the new algorithm
has certain capacity in capturing some essential features of the Fantasy-
Impromptu style. However, these music pieces inadequately present the
highly structured melody arrangements of the Fantasy-Impromptu style,
particularly the movement and concentration of the energy and the
smoothness and twists of the transitions (e.g. tension and release in the
dynamics, orderliness in the chromatic scale, and harmonic progression
of the chords). Further optimization of the mapping rules with respect to
more appropriately selected pieces of a musical form may enable protein
music composition that better resemble a music style. As expected, even
under the same set of rules, the composed protein music pieces showed
substantially varied melody lines and musicality, because of the differ-
ences in the protein sequences. By further adjustment of the protein-to-
music mapping algorithms, small variations in the protein sequences
may be amplified in the melody lines and become audibly distinguish-
able, leading to protein music unique to a specific genome type or person.

Although the musicality of all composed music pieces is significantly
enhanced, there appears small variations of musicality among the
composed music pieces. The music pieces of some proteins (e.g.
Aquaporin-1 and Cellular tumor antigen p53) are slightly better sounding
than others (e.g. oxytocin receptor and polycomb protein SCMH1). The
reason for the small variations needs to be further investigated. Figures 3
9

and 4 presents the sheet music of TP53, which is a protein of important
functions in DNA protection, tumor suppression and defensive responses
to multiple stresses such as ionizing radiation, hypoxia, oxidative stress,
and carcinogens [40]. To evaluate the effect of protein length on the
musicality of protein music, we selected six proteins with varying
sequence lengths from 151 to 967 amino acids. The protein music of these
proteins were generated using our protein-to-music mapping algorithm.
The musicality of these protein music pieces was putatively evaluated by
human evaluation, specifically by a music teacher and five students from
Raffles Institution Singapore. Each person ranked these music pieces from
number 1 to number 6, with 1 being the piece with the greatest
human-perceived musicality and 6 being the piece with the least. Table 4
shows the sequence length of the six proteins togetherwith the rankings by
the teacher and students, and the sum of the rankings by the teacher and
five students, and Figure 4 shows the sum of the rankings for each piece.
The ranking results suggest that there is no apparent length-dependence of
the human-perceived musicality of the protein music.

4. Discussions

Theremay be several reasons for the deviation of the musicality of our
generated protein music from that of the Fantasy-Impromptu style. One
possible reason is that not all proteins or their properties are well rep-
resented by the datasets for deriving protein amino acid properties [27,
28] and protein-binding properties [29, 33]. This problem may be
partially alleviated by expanded coverage of the training data or by
proper definition of the proteins applicable by the protein-to-music
mapping rules. In particular, the established protein property
computing tools such as Profeat [41], Propy [42], and iFeature [43] may
be expanded and combined for more extensive coverage of protein
properties. Moreover, the deviation of the musicality of protein music
from that of specific music style may be further reduced by the advanced
artificial intelligence methods. Deep learning algorithms for recomposing
the style of one audio data using the style of another have been developed
[44] (arXiv:1711.11160v1). These algorithms may be potentially
extended for the calibration of our derived protein music towards the
Fantasy-Impromptu style or any other targeted style.
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Protein music may have potential applications in music therapy. A
recent investigation has shown that music therapy to some extent im-
proves cognitive, psychological, and behavioral alterations in patients of
Alzheimer disease [45]. Another recent study has demonstrated that
music therapy increased the sleep quality of the nursing students of a
University [46]. A third study has revealed that six weeks of music
therapy reduces agitation disruptiveness and prevents medication in-
creases in dementia patients [47]. Therefore, music therapy has
observable effects on various nervous system disorders. Protein music in
particular may play an important role in music therapy. First, by means of
personal data privacy protection technology, the protein music may be
produced based on the individual genotypes or genetic blueprints,
making the protein music personally connected to the music therapy
recipients. Secondly, the protein music may be produced in a music style
preferred and selected by the therapy recipients.

Another potential application of protein music is the use of their
features or melodies for the presentation and computational analysis of
the profiles of amino acid properties of proteins, which are not only
important for protein-to-music mapping, but also useful for assessing
protein folds and functions. For instance, certain amino acid properties
have been found to be conserved in evolution [48]. Another study has
shown that selection of some amino acid properties improves the per-
formance of protein fold classifications [49]. The protein music for the
sequence sections dominated by these properties may thus indicate these
evolutionary profiles. Moreover, protein-to-music mapping algorithm
also includes features associated with amino acid insertions. It has been
reported that amino acid insertion, small deletions, nonsense mutations
and A to CC mutation of the REP-1 protein are responsible for the visual
impairment of the Japanese choroideremia patients [50]. Therefore, the
protein music features or melodies of amino acid insertions may be used
for the presentation and analysis of the impairments induced by these
insertions.
5. Conclusion

Composition of protein music of enhanced musicality is a challenging
task and highly useful avenue for popularizing science [9] and sources of
aesthetic melodies [9, 11]. On the basis of the analysis of the musical
features of specific music style and diverse amino acid properties, novel
algorithms can be developed for protein music composition of enhanced
musicality, by means of the music style guided exploration of diverse
amino acid properties, patterns and variations of biological relevance.
While the preliminary objective of enhancedmusicality can bemet by the
new algorithm, a substantial gap still exists between the musicality of
protein music and humanmusic. There is a need for further improvement
of the protein-to-music mapping algorithms. In particular, algorithms
may be further developed and optimized for music composition with
more melodious and harmonious characteristics, which may be achieved
by more extensive exploration of the musical features and the diverse
amino acid properties, local and remote patterns, and variations. Sec-
ondly, considerations of different music styles and more variety of in-
struments may find more compatible mappings between the amino acid
properties and the musical features of a specific style for protein music of
high musicality. Thirdly, protein-to-music mapping and protein music
composition can be facilitated by artificial intelligence (AI) [12]. The
advanced AI technologies for algorithmic music composition [51], cre-
ative music synthesis [52], and protein folding [53] may be extended for
the novel AI-based protein music composition.
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